We present a new flux-fixup approach for arbitrarily high-order discontinuous Galerkin discretizations of the S N transport equation. This approach is sweep-compatible: as the transport sweep is performed, a local quadratic programming (QP) problem is solved in each spatial cell to ensure that the solution satisfies certain physical constraints, including local particle balance. The constraints can be chosen in two ways, leading to two variants of the method: QP Zero (QPZ) and QP Maximum Principle (QPMP). The coefficients of the solution are constrained to be nonnegative in QPZ, and they are constrained by an approximate discrete maximum principle in QPMP. There are two primary takeaways in this paper. First, it is shown that the QPMP method, when used with the positive Bernstein basis, eliminates negativities, preserves high-order accuracy for smooth problems, and significantly dampens unphysical oscillations in the solution. The latter feature -the dampening of unphysical oscillations -is in an improvement upon standard, simpler fixup approaches such as the approach described in [1] (denoted as the "zero and rescale" (ZR) method in this paper). This improvement comes at a moderate computational cost, but this cost is not prohibitive. Our results show that, even in an unrealistic worst-case scenario where 83% of the spatial cells require a fixup, the computational cost of performing a transport sweep (block Gauss-Seidel iteration in which the scattering source is lagged) with the QPMP fixup is only ∼31% greater than performing a source iteration with no fixup. The second takeaway is that the Variable Eddington Factor (VEF) method [2, 3] can be used to accelerate the convergence of source iteration with fixup for problems with optically thick regions. Regardless of whether a fixup is applied, source iteration converges slowly when optically thick regions are present and acceleration is needed. However, attempting to apply standard diffusion synthetic acceleration (DSA) to source iteration with fixup results in divergence for optically thick problems. Our results show that VEF does not have this issue. When VEF is combined with fixed-up transport sweeps, the result is a scheme that produces a nonnegative solution, converges independently of the mean free path, and, in the case of the QPMP fixup, adheres to an approximate discrete maximum principle.
INTRODUCTION
Simulations of astrophysical phenomena and Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) require the simultaneous numerical modeling of hydrodynamics and thermal radiative transfer, the latter of which typically includes the discrete-ordinates (S N ) transport equation. In hydrodynamics, high-order discretizations and curved meshes can be useful for resolving the complex movements of the material. Unlike low-order methods, high-order methods provide greater robustness (especially in the presence of significant mesh distortions), symmetry preservation, and excellent strong scaling [4, 5, 6] . The multiphysics nature of ICF and astrophysics problems introduce significant coupling between the hydrodynamics and radiative transfer equations, and the robustness and accuracy of a multiphysics model is typically restricted by its least robust or least accurate component. Because of this, high-order methods and curved meshes are also desired for the transport equation. Until recently [7, 8] , there has not been significant research in the development of higher-order transport discretizations on curved meshes. Aside from a few works such as [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] , previous work in transport has primarily focused on 1 st -or 2 nd -order spatial discretizations such as method of characteristics, linear discontinuous, or diamond difference. Although these methods are sufficient for many applications, they are not ideal for our aforementioned applications of interest.
One significant challenge of using high-order methods is that they are prone to negativities in underresolved regions of the solution, especially near material boundaries and other discontinuities. For any physical problem (nonnegative sources and boundary conditions), the continuous S N transport equations yield nonnegative solutions. Thus, an ideal numerical scheme for the transport equation should be positivitypreserving. However, it is well known that there is a fundamental tradeoff between accuracy and positivity [14] , and negativities are nearly unavoidable in high-order schemes because it is typically not computationally feasible to refine the mesh to fully resolve every region of the domain and align with every discontinuity. Despite this drawback, high-order methods are still desired for the aforementioned reasons of robustness, symmetry, and strong scaling [5] . Thus, a negativity correction or "fixup" is needed. Aside from aesthetic concerns, negative solutions are particularly problematic for multiphysics simulations, as any of the numerical physics packages may fail due to unphysical inputs from other physics packages. In thermal radiative transfer problems, negative intensities (scalar fluxes) produce negative absorption terms in the material energy balance equation, significantly increasing the likelihood of negative temperatures. When negative temperatures occur, evaluations of opacities are not well-defined and the Planckian integral diverges. This causes convergence issues for many nonlinear iterative solvers.
Previous development of positivity-preserving schemes for multidimensional transport primarily falls in at least one of the two following categories: fixups for low-order schemes such as diamond difference [15] , and computationally expensive nonlinear and/or nonpolynomial spatial discretizations [16, 17, 18] . In other words, the development of high-order positivity-preserving schemes for transport has been limited. In [19] , lumping techniques are used to mitigate the appearance of negativities, but they do not ensure strict nonnegativity. In [20] , high-order solutions are corrected using a combination of scaling and rotational positivitypreserving "limiters" to eliminate negativities. However, the scaling limiter cannot be used when the cellaverage is negative, while the rotational limiter does not preserve particle balance (0 th spatial moment of the transport equation). These limiters can also be difficult to implement in higher dimensions. [1] describes a simple, sweep-compatible flux fixup. In each spatial cell, negativities are zeroed, and the remaining components are rescaled to preserve particle balance. Though it is applied only to linear discontinuous discretizations in [1] , it is straightforward to generalize the approach to arbitrarily high-order discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods. This "zero and rescale" (ZR) method serves as a point of reference for evaluating the performance of our new methods.
In this work, we present a new, quadratic programming (QP) based flux-fixup approach for arbitrarily high-order discontinuous Galerkin S N transport. Like zero and rescale, our QP-based approach preserves particle balance and is sweep-compatible -fixups are applied by solving local QP problems in each spatial cell during the transport sweep. We consider two variants of this approach: QPZ (QP Zero) and QPMP (QP Maximum Principle). In QPZ, we constrain the coefficients of the solution to be nonnegative. In QPMP, we further constrain the coefficients to satisfy an approximate discrete maximum principle. In each spatial cell, the objective function for the QP problem is vector 2-norm of the difference between the coefficients of the local corrected and uncorrected angular fluxes.
In Section 5, we demonstrate the QPZ and QPMP methods on four 2-D problems, two of which are optically thick. With either the ZR, QPZ, or QPMP methods, negativities are eliminated when a positive (Bernstein) basis is used. When a non-positive basis is used, negativities are mitigated but can still be present. In terms of mitigating unphysical oscillations, the QPZ method performs slightly worse than the ZR method, while the QPMP method performs better than the ZR method. In void regions, the QPMP scheme with the Bernstein basis produces a non-oscillatory solution that adheres to a discrete maximum principle. In non-void regions, unphysical oscillations can still be present in the QPMP scheme, but they are still damped compared to the other methods. In smooth problems such as the smooth glancing problem, the errors of the QP methods (as well as the ZR method) converge at the same rate as the uncorrected method when the mesh is sufficiently refined.
In problems with optically thick regions, acceleration is needed regardless of the fixup applied. Diffusion synthetic acceleration (DSA) is a standard approach for overcoming the slow convergence of source iteration in this regime [21] . However, when a fixup is applied, the asymptotic limit of the transport system is altered, rendering it inconsistent with the standard DSA system. Attempting to accelerate source iterations with fixups using standard DSA results in divergence in the thick diffusion limit. On the other hand, our results show that the Variable Eddington Factor (VEF) method -described in [2, 3] as well as Section 4exhibits rapid convergence in both optically thick and thin problems when a fixup is applied. For several of the problems considered in our results, VEF struggles to converge with uncorrected source iterations when negativities are present. When a fixup (ZR, QPZ, or QPMP) is applied, VEF performs as expected, ensuring fast convergence in the thick diffusion limit. The combination of VEF with the QPMP results in a method that (1) produces nonnegative solutions, (2) adheres to an approximate discrete maximum principle, and (3) converges quickly, regardless of the optical thickness of the domain.
Spatial Discretization of the SN Transport Equation
The monoenergetic, steady-state, isotropically scattering, discrete ordinates (S N ) linear Boltzmann transport equation is given by
Here, D = spatial domain with ∂D as its boundary, ψ d (x) = angular flux in the direction of Ω d (Ω d ∈ S 2 ), σ s (x) = macroscopic isotropic scattering cross section, σ t (x) = total macroscopic cross section σ s (x) + σ a (x), where σ a (x) = macroscopic absorption cross section, q d (x) = volumetric source in the direction of Ω d , ψ d,inc (x) = known, incident angular flux on the boundary ∂D, n(x) = outward-directed unit normal vector on ∂D at x, and the scalar flux ϕ(x) is given by the discrete ordinates integration of ψ d (x):
In Eq. (2), the ω d are angular quadrature weights defined such that ω d > 0 and
The notation here is consistent with that of [7, 8] .
For an arbitrary-order DG spatial discretization, the weak form of Eq. (1) can be written as follows:
where Ω d · G + F d is the discrete, upwinded DG representation of the streaming term, M s and M t are block diagonal matrices (with each block corresponding to a spatial cell) representing the scattering and total cross sections respectively, ψ and ϕ are the solution vectors storing the finite element coefficients, and q d encapsulates both the spatial source q(x) and the contribution from the incoming boundary flux ψ d,inc . We use Ω d · G as a notational shorthand for the linear combination of matrices Ω d,x G x + Ω d,y G y + Ω d,z G z . The matrix G is block diagonal with respect to the spatial cells, and F d captures all of the coupling between neighboring spatial cells. The complete details of our DG discretization are omitted for brevity, but they can be found in [7, 8] . The finite element discretization in our research code is implemented using the infrastructure provided by the Modular Finite Element Library (MFEM) [22] .
Source Iteration, Transport Sweeps, and Flux Fixups
The standard procedure for solving the S N transport equations is to lag the scattering source and iterate:
(
This process is known as source iteration [15] . We solve (5) by performing a "transport sweep" [7] , which resembles a block Gauss-Seidel iteration. When no mesh cycles are present, performing a sweep for each angle d inverts the operator on the left side of Eq. (5) exactly. In each transport sweep, local matrix problems of the form
are solved in each spatial cell e for each angle d. Here, ψ d,e is a vector consisting of the DOFs of the angular flux in cell e for the d-th angle. That is, ψ d,e = ψ d,e,1 , . . . , ψ d,e,N dof T . The local discrete solution for angle d and spatial cell e is then given byψ
whereψ d is the finite element approximation of ψ d , and u 1 (x), . . . , u N dof (x) are the FE basis functions. In physical space, the values of these basis functions are defined by following the reference → physical transformation, i.e., u(x(x)) =û(x). The size of this local system is the number of DOFs (N dof ) in current cell from the DG discretization. The matrix A d,e is the local block of the operator on the left side of Eq. (5), corresponding to angle d and cell e, and b d,e is a local source obtained by summing the contribution from incoming angular fluxes (either from the boundary or other spatial cells), the current estimate of the local scattering source, and the spatial source. Because the operator on the left side of Eq. (5) is typically either fully lower block triangular or nearly lower block triangular (when an appropriate element ordering is chosen), transport sweeps (block Gauss Seidel iterations) are the preferred iteration technique for many transport codes. With curved meshes, graph-based techniques can be used to efficiently determine nearly optimal element orderings to minimize the impact of the upper block triangular component [7] . To maintain the original computational efficiency of the transport code, an ideal flux fixup scheme should be "local" and compatible with sweeps. That is, the fixup should be performed at the level of Eq. (6) rather than Eq. (5) . Although there are alternate means of solving Eq. (5), we focus on transport sweeps in this paper. Thus, the terms "source iteration" and "transport sweep" are nearly interchangeable in this paper.
A local fixup scheme provides two additional advantages: it simplifies the preservation of local cell balance (i.e., conservation of mass or the number of particles in each spatial cell) and it ensures that the cost of applying the fixup is not significant. Local cell balance is preserved when the corrected solutionψ d,e in cell e for angle d satisfies the following balance equation:
Here, κe (·)dx is a volume integral over the e-th spatial cell, andφ is defined in a manner analogous to that of ϕ in Eq.
In this work, we only consider polynomial bases that sum to one:
When such a basis is chosen, Eq. (8) can be expressed in discrete form as
Here, 1 is a vector of 1's having the same size asψ. Further comments on the choice of basis polynomials are provided in Section 3.3. We note that balance cannot be satisfied if the sum of source vector 1 T b d,e is negative. Although sources in real problems should never be negative, acceleration steps (such as those described later in this paper) can often lead to negative scalar flux iterates and, consequently, negative scattering or emission sources. Moreover, whereas global fixups are typically either simple (i.e., not requiring the solution of an optimization problem) or prohibitively expensive (optimization problems often have O(n 3 ) or worse complexity), sophisticated and balance-preserving local fixups can be applied without significantly increasing the total computational cost. In realistic problems, the number of spatial cells with negativities should be a small fraction of the overall problem, and the complexity of a local fixup should therefore scale as a function of the local number of DOFs rather than the global number of DOFs.
"Zero and Rescale"
In this paper, we will compare the results of our new methods to the simple, but efficient and relatively robust balance-preserving local fixup from [1] . We will refer to this approach as "zero and rescale" (ZR). The fixup can be described mathematically as follows:
Here, i and j index the local degrees of freedom (DOFs) for each cell-angle pair d, e. As the name of the fixup suggests, ZR first zeros out all the negativities (Eq. (12a)) and then rescales the local solution to ensure local cell balance (Eq. (12b)). Substituting Eqs. (12) into Eq. (11) easily verifies that the ZR method preserves local cell balance. If the local solution in a cell ψ d,e has no negativities, thenψ ZR d,e = ψ d,e and no fixup is needed.
Quadratic Programming Fixup
We now describe a new fixup approach based on solving a quadratic programming (QP) problem. If ψ d,e has negativities, we replace ψ d,e with a corrected fluxψ d,e that minimizes the quadratic objective function
subject to the constraints of particle balance (Eq. (11)) and
for all local DOFs i.
Our new fixup approach has two variants, which differ only in their definitions of ψ max/min,d,e . The simpler variant QP Zero (QPZ) is similar to the ZR fixup -it seeks to eliminate negativities:
The primary difference between QPZ and ZR is that QPZ tries to minimize the difference betweenψ and ψ, while ZR takes the simpler approach of simply rescaling the entire solution.
Our second QP-based fixup preserves an approximate discrete maximum principle (MP); we refer to this fixup as QPMP. In the QPMP scheme, ψ max,d,e and ψ min,d,e are estimates of the minimum and maximum physically allowable angular flux in cell e for angle d. To facilitate the derivation of these estimates, we first define the following terms: ψ in,max,d,e = maximum incoming angular flux for direction d from upwind spatial cells, ψ in,min,d,e = minimum incoming angular flux for direction d from upwind spatial cells, q max,d,e = the maximum spatial source in direction d in cell e, σ t,max,e = the maximum value of the total cross section in cell e, and ∆ d,e = the maximum possible chord length in direction d through cell e.
For the latter three quantities, approximations can be used if it is not easy to calculate the true maximum values. (Unless the cell is a void, the constraints will only approximately enforce the discrete maximum principle, regardless of whether the latter three quantities are exact.) In our numerical results, ∆ d,e is taken as the length of the diagonal of the bounding hypercube of the spatial element in physical space. (In 1-D or 2-D problems, this distance must be divided by the cosine of the polar angle.) Then, we can define the bounds for the QPMP method as follows:
Unlike Eqs. (15) , Eqs. (16) depend on the problem parameters (boundary conditions, total cross sections, and spatial sources) as well as the angular flux from neighboring upwind cells. The physical intuition for Eqs. (16) is as follows: Eq. (16a) adds q max,d,e ∆ d,e -the maximum spatial source multiplied by the maximum possible path length traversed through the cell -to the maximum incoming flux ψ in,max,d,e to obtain an upper bound. Eq. (16b) decays the minimum incoming flux ψ in,max,d,e by e −σt,max,e∆ d,e , the factor by which a flux decays due to the collision cross section σ t,max,e over a distance ∆ d,e . The optimization problem described by Equations (13), (11) , and (14) is a special case of singly linearly constrained quadratic programs subject to lower and upper bounds. Solution techniques for such programs are described in detail in [23] . The QPMP/QPZ is a special case because the objective function is of the form
and the weights of the linear constraint for balance preservation (Eq. (11)) are positive. The MFEM finite element library [22] has a special solver for such problems, adapted from [23] and based on code by Denis Ridzal at Sandia National Laboratories. For well-posed problems (i.e., problems where it is possible for the local flux to satisfy both the linear balance constraint and the bounds), we find this solver to be robust and computationally efficient.
In future work, we may consider alternative objective functions. For example, one could consider the L 2 norm or a 1-norm. In the former case, the objective function would be more complex (a mass matrix would be introduced) and the current optimization solver would not be suitable. The cost of solving this problem would be greater, but may not be prohibitive since it is still quadratic. In case of a 1-norm, the optimization problem is no longer quadratic and, consequently, solving it may be significantly more costly.
Choice of Basis Polynomials
In our finite element discretization, we consider two types of polynomial bases: the interpolatory Gauss-Lobatto (GL) basis, and the positive Bernstein basis [24] . Neither of these bases are orthogonal, but both bases satisfy Eq. (10) . With the GL basis, coefficients correspond to values of the solution at specific points in the element, i.e., the finite element nodes. At each of the nodes, exactly one basis function attains a value of one, while the other basis functions are zero. However, nonnegative coefficients in the GL basis do not guarantee that the solution is nonnegative everywhere. When the polynomial degree is 2 or higher, the solution can attain negative values at points that are between nodes, even if all values at the nodes are nonnegative. Using the ZR fixup, or either of the QPMP fixups we have described, will result in nonnegative solution values at the nodes, but it does not guarantee nonnegativity at the intermediate points.
On the other hand, the Bernstein basis is not interpolatory: coefficients do not correspond to solution values. [25] demonstrates several advantages of using Bernstein polynomials in applications where monotonicity is desired, while [26] describes their optimal "shape-preserving" properties. One particularly useful property is that the Bernstein polynomials form a partition of unity: their values in the spatial cell are bounded between 0 and 1, and they sum to 1 at every point in the spatial cell (satisfying Eq. (10)). Because of this, the local solution in a spatial cell is always bounded above and below respectively by the maximum and minimum coefficient values of its Bernstein representation. Thus, if the Bernstein coefficients of the solution satisfy the bounds in Eq. (14), the solution itself satisfies those bounds everywhere in the spatial cell. In other words, nonnegative coefficients guarantee nonnegative solutions, and applying the ZR and QPMP fixups to the Bernstein coefficients of ψ d,e (x) produces a solution that is nonnegative everywhere in the element.
However, the converse is not true: a nonnegative polynomial may have negative coefficients in the Bernstein basis. As a result, there may be situations in which a fixup is applied even when the polynomial is positive, potentially leading to undesirable losses in accuracy. We have not encountered this in practice, but there are several possible remedies that can be taken in the event that the loss of accuracy becomes an issue. Instead of checking whether the Bernstein coefficients violate the prescribed bounds, one can iteratively compute the true minimum and maximum values of the local, uncorrected Bernstein polynomial representation and use these values to determine whether a fixup should be applied. Alternatively, one could use a higher polynomial degree; it is shown in [27] that, for every nonnegative polynomial on a closed box, there exists a degree above which every Bernstein representation of it has strictly nonnegative coefficients. Lastly, one could use a Gauss-Lobatto basis and introduce additional constraints to ensure positivity away from the interpolation points (e.g., enforce that the solution is positive on a grid of points selected finely enough that the derivatives of the polynomial can be used to bound its value away from 0). We note that this would have the drawback of increasing the complexity of the quadratic programming problem, as it would no longer be singly linearly constrained.
Variable Eddington Factor (Quasidiffusion) Method
In problems with optically thick regions, source iteration converges unacceptably slowly, and the S N transport operator becomes poorly conditioned. A standard remedy for this poor conditioning has been the use of Diffusion Synthetic Acceleration (DSA) to provide a diffusion-based correction to the scalar flux between source iterations [21] . In [8] , a DSA preconditioner is derived for an S N transport operators with an arbitrary order discontinuous Galerkin discretization on curved meshes. It is shown in [8] that the resulting DSA-preconditioned discrete S N transport operator has a condition number independent of the mean free path.
However, the application of a fixup during a source iteration alters the transport operator in a nonlinear manner. This resulting "fixed-up" transport operator is still highly ill-conditioned for optically thick problems, but DSA is no longer effective at accelerating the convergence of the solution of this new nonlinear operator. Even if one linearizes this nonlinear transport operator at the (unknown) solution, the near-nullspace of the resulting linearized operator would differ from that of the original transport operator, and it would no longer be consistent with the DSA matrix derived for the original, uncorrected transport problem. Moreover, because the nonlinear operator depends on the solution itself, such a linearization -to accelerate converergence -cannot readily be performed a priori. In principle, one could devise an inner-outer iteration scheme in which the fixup/linearization is "fixed" in the inner loop so that the near-nullspace does not change from inner iteration to inner iteration. In that case, a linear preconditioner can be devised for the inner iterations. We may consider such an approach in our future work, as it is similar to the Newton-Krylov approach taken in [28] . However, an inner-outer approach would introduce significant computational cost, because there would be more transport sweeps and the preconditioner would have to be reformed at the beginning of each outer iteration. It is unclear whether such an approach would even converge.
The Variable Eddington Factor (VEF) method [2, 3] , also known as Quasidiffusion [29, 30] , provides an alternative, nonlinear remedy for the slow convergence of source iteration. In VEF, the transport solution is coupled to a lower-order system consisting of the first two angular moments of the S N transport equation (Eq. (1) ). The lower-order system is closed by an Eddington tensor (Eddington factor) defined using higherorder angular flux information from the most recent transport sweep. Mathematically, the iteration scheme is described by the following equations:
Here, E is the Eddington tensor, defined by
and q 0 and q 1 are the zeroth and first angular moments of the source q d :
The details of VEF (e.g., the boundary conditions of the lower-order system) are omitted for brevity, but they can be found in [2, 3] . In [2, 3] , it is shown that, like DSA-preconditioned source iteration, the VEF scheme converges rapidly for problems with optically thick regions (often in O(10) iterations). However, VEF differs from traditional acceleration methods such as DSA in two important aspects. First, the use of the Eddington tensor for closure (Eq. (19)) makes the scheme nonlinear. It is shown in [3] that the Eddington tensor is significantly more converged than the scalar flux during source iterations. VEF takes advantage of this by effectively "transferring" the convergence of the Eddington tensor to the scalar flux during each outer iteration. Second, the VEF iteration scheme produces two solutions: one from the S N transport equations (Eq. (17)), and one from the moment equations (Eqs. (18)). When the VEF and transport systems are independently discretized in space, the resulting scalar fluxesφ and ϕ will generally be different for both discretizations. That is,
In our work, the VEF system is also spatially discretized with finite elements. The finite element approximation ofφ resides in the subspace L 2 (D), while the approximation of each component of J resides in the subspace H 1 (D). In order to maintain the order of accuracy of the transport system, the basis functions for the components of J must span the same polynomial space as the basis for the transport fluxes ψ d . However, the basis functions of the VEF scalar fluxφ can span a polynomial space one degree lower than that used for the transport fluxes and still maintain the same order of accuracy [3] . In the results of this paper, the polynomial spaces of the VEF quantities are chosen as we have just described.
For transport sweeps with fixup, the VEF scheme can be applied with a simple modification: we define the Eddington tensor E using the fixed-up angular flux rather than the original angular flux. Unlike the DSA system, the VEF system is nonlinear and depends on the solution. Information regarding the solution is passed to the VEF system through the Eddington tensor. In [2] and [3] , we see that VEF can already tolerate differences between the transport and VEF systems on the order of the discretization error. Because flux fixups are also on the order discretization error, it should not be too surprising that the VEF method is able to robustly handle this additional inconsistency.
In the results, we see that, unlike DSA, the VEF method can be used in conjunction with flux fixups. The resulting combination is a method that (1) converges quickly despite the presence of optically thick regions, and (2) produces a transport angular flux that is everywhere positive and, in the case of QPMP, approximately maximum principle preserving. In fact, VEF often struggles with negative angular fluxes because of how the Eddington tensor is defined in Eq. (19) . Whereas DSA is a linear preconditioner and can be applied to a source iteration scheme where the angular flux has negativities, the VEF method often fails when negative angular fluxes are used to define the Eddington tensor.
RESULTS

Glancing Void Problem
The glancing void problem is a simple 2-D steady-state test problem on a unit square void, discretized uniformly by a 10×10 grid. The incoming angular flux is 1 on the left edge for Ω = 1 
The DG basis functions in each element of this problem are 4 th -order (quartic) polynomials. As noted in [18] , the primary benefit of this test problem is that it is challenging for most discretization schemes. Though the problem by itself is not realistic, voids do occur in practical problems and discontinuities will generally be present due to misalignments in the direction of travel and the mesh edges (especially when the mesh is curved). A similar problem is studied for the development of nonnegative methods in [18] . Figure 1 shows the results of the four fixup options for the glancing void problem, while Table 1 lists the corresponding L 2 and L ∞ errors. We note that the uncorrected solutions are identical for the GL and Bernstein bases since the solution space spanned by the two sets of bases are the same. This is not true for the corrected solutions, as both the zero and rescale and QP approaches alter the basis coefficients of the solution directly.
The QPZ method produces L 2 and L ∞ errors that are similar to those of the ZR method, but it results in a larger unphysical peak near the origin. For either basis, QPMP produces the most monotonic solution, minimizes how much the solution exceeds 1, and minimizes the magnitude and presence of negativities. In the case of the Bernstein basis, the QPMP result lies strictly between 0 and 1, and it is monotonic in directions orthogonal to the discontinuity. We note that this QPMP result with the Bernstein basis is the only result that achieves the minimum possible L ∞ error. (Along the discontinuity, the analytical solution jumps from 0 to 1, and the error along this discontinuity must be 0.5 or greater since the FE solution is a continuous polynomial.) This lack of overshoots and undershoots is expected for the previously described reasons. Unlike the Gauss Lobatto basis, the Bernstein basis is positive, and a polynomial is bounded by its minimum and maximum Bernstein coefficients. When we bound those coefficients using the QPMP or QPZ fixups, the resulting solution must fall within those bounds. 
Smooth Glancing Problem
The smooth glancing problem is a modified version of a problem in [20] . Like the glancing void problem, the domain is a unit square, and there are no interior spatial sources. The incoming flux is given by ψ incoming,d (x, y) = sin 12 (πy), if x = 0 and Ω d = 0.5, 0.1, √ 0.74 , 0, otherwise .
Here, we use 3 rd -degree polynomials, and the domain is a pure absorber with a cross section of 0.25. The cross section has been reduced relative to that used in [20] in order to make the order of convergence more apparent without further refinement. (With a higher absorption, the mesh has to be refined even more before the QPMP method stops making significant corrections.) The smooth glancing problem has a smooth solution analytically, but negativities and violations of the maximum principle are present when the mesh is not sufficiently refined. The purpose of this problem is to verify that the fixup schemes preserve high-order accuracy in problems with smooth solutions. (In the glancing void problem, the analytic solution has a discontinuity, and neither the uncorrected nor the corrected solutions can attain high-order accuracy.) Table 2 provides a convergence study for the smooth glancing problem. Several selected solutions are shown in Figure 2 . In this table, N x/y is the number of spatial cells per row or column, and the total number of spatial cells is N 2
x/y . The grid is uniform in all cases. The results here verify that the fixup methods have the same order of accuracy as the uncorrected method for sufficiently smooth problems. This is because fixups are only performed when there are negativities or violations of the maximum principle, and the magnitudes of these violations are the same order as the overall error when the solution is sufficiently smooth. We see that the ZR and QPZ methods stop making significant corrections after a few refinements of the grid (the errors are identical to the uncorrected case for N x/y ≥ 40), while the QPMP method continues to make small adjustments for larger N x/y . [20] for several selected cases.
Glancing Problem in the Thick Diffusion Limit
Next, we revisit the glancing void problem and replace the void with a material with the following cross sections:
This is the standard diffusion scaling. Here, the thick diffusion limit corresponds to letting → 0. Although the problem is highly scattering, the geometry, the boundary conditions, and the misalignments between the mesh and the directions of travel introduce discontinuities that lead to negative and oscillatory fluxes if no flux fixup is applied. On the other hand, as → 0, source iteration requires an arbitrarily large number of iterations to converge, and an acceleration scheme is needed. The purpose of this problem is to study the compatibility of the ZR, QPZ, and QPMP fixups with DSA and VEF. We use an 8 th -order Gauss-Legendre quadrature set for the S N angles and 4 th -degree Bernstein polynomials for the DG basis of the transport scalar flux. The boundary conditions for this problem are given by:
For = 10 −3 , Table 3 summarizes the performance of each of the fixup options with each of the acceleration options. Table 4 shows how the fixup-free approach and QPMP fixup method behaves with the acceleration options for various values of . Solutions of select cases are shown in Figure 3 and 4. Table 3 : Source iterations needed to converge the thick diffusion limit problem with = 10 −3 to a tolerance of 10 −8 . There are several conclusions that can be drawn from these results. First, it is clear that acceleration is needed. Without an acceleration scheme, the no-fixup case requires ∼ 2 · 10 4 source iterations to converge for = 10 −3 . With DSA, this number is reduced to 9. The number of iterations required is similar for the ZR case. For the QPZ and QPMP cases, convergence to a tolerance of 10 −8 for = 10 −3 does not appear to be possible; both cases stall at an error of ∼ 10 −3 . This is because of insufficiently converged solutions to the quadratic program. The maximum number of iterations in the quadratic program solver is set to 100 for all of the simulations. After a certain number of source iterations, 100 iterations in the QP solver is not sufficient to generate a sufficiently converged solution to the quadratic program. If we significantly increase the maximum number of iterations in the QP solver, it is possible for the QPZ and QPMP methods to converge without acceleration. However, this would come at a great computational cost. Thus, acceleration is needed for all of the fixup options when optically thick regions are present. Table 3 . The horizontal axis is the x dimension, the vertical axis is the scalar flux, and the axis perpendicular to the page is the y dimension. For the cases with VEF, the scalar flux shown here is obtained by integrating the transport angular flux over 4π, not the scalar flux in the VEF system defined by Eqs. (18) . Table 3 shows that none of the fixup methods are compatible with DSA as → 0. This is expected since the DSA scheme is derived to be consistent with the original transport equation, without fixup. When a fixup is applied, the system no longer has the same asymptotic behavior, and it becomes inconsistent with standard DSA. For ≥ 10 −2 , it appears possible for a fixup scheme to converge with DSA. However, all of the fixups schemes diverge with DSA for ≤ 10 −3 . On the other hand, the fixup schemes converge with VEF for all values of we considered. As → 0, we see in Table 4 that the QPMP method with VEF converges rapidly for all . Interestingly, the fixup-free case exhibits inconsistent behavior with VEF as → 0. It diverges for the intermediate value 10 −2 , and it requires an unusually large number of iterations for = 10 −3 . This unusual behavior likely stems from using an Eddington tensor defined using negative fluxes (see Eq. (19)); such an Eddington tensor can produce unphysical negative diffusion conductivity.
Fixup Scheme Acceleration Iterations Needed
For this particular problem, the differences between the fixups do not appear to be significant. In Figure 3 , we see that the oscillations are removed for the most part when any of the three fixups are applied. The peak values for the QPZ and QPMP are slightly closer to the peak value of the uncorrected solution, but otherwise the solutions appear qualitatively similar.
We recall that, in the case of the VEF-accelerated methods, there are two scalar fluxes to choose from: the transport scalar flux and the VEF scalar flux. These two quantities differ on the order of the spatial discretization error, and deciding which of the two to use is still an open research question. For the QPMP fixup with = 10 −3 , the difference between the VEF and transport scalar fluxes is shown in Figure 5 . Because no fixup is applied to the VEF system, there is no guarantee of positivity or discrete maximum principle preservation in the VEF scalar flux. Indeed, we see that the VEF scalar flux in Figure 5 In the = 0.01 case, the QPMP fixup alters the solution even though ϕ is nonnegative. This is because ψ d has negativities and discrete maximum principle violations for some angles d. from a discrete maximum principle preserving transport sweep. As such, it appears that the transport scalar flux may be the better option when the transport solution is needed in other equations in the application of interest (e.g., in the temperature equation in thermal radiative transfer). In the problems of interest in this paper, the negativities from the VEF scalar fluxφ are not large enough to render the source negative in any of the local solves. However, it is possible to derive a problem with spatial cells in which the spatial source and incoming angular flux are outweighed by the negativities in the scattering source from VEF. This would break the iteration scheme, as all of the fixups described in this paper require a nonnegative local source (i.e., the ZR, QPZ, and QPMP methods require 1 T b ≥ 0 in Eq. (6)). In such cases, a fixup scheme will need to be devised for the VEF system. This issue will be further examined in our future work. Figure 3 , the horizontal axis is the x dimension, the vertical axis is the scalar flux, and the axis perpendicular to the page is the y dimension.
Tophat Pipe Flow Problem
Finally, we consider the "tophat" or "crooked pipe" benchmark problem described in [31] . A visualization of the geometry is shown below in Figure 6 . The problem consists of two materials: the wall and the pipe. Their scattering cross sections are defined as follows:
In either material, there is no "real" absorption. However, we wish to emulate a backward Euler time step in our steady-state transport code. To do so, we add a term of the form 1 c∆t [ψ d − ψ d,old ] to the transport equation. We can account for this term in a steady-state context by incorporating it into the absorption and general source terms:
To make the problem challenging, we consider a large time step c∆t = 10 3 with ψ d,old = 10 −3 everywhere for all angles. For this problem, we use an 8 th -order S N quadrature set and 5 th -degree Bernstein basis polynomials. The spatial discretization is chosen to be relatively coarse in order to amplify the presence of negativities: the domain is divided into squares of width 0.5. There is an isotropic incoming flux of 1 on the left side of the pipe; the boundary conditions are vacuum everywhere else. Negativities and oscillations are present for high-order discretizations due to the material discontinuities and the sharp corners in the interface between the two materials. This problem is particularly challenging for iteration schemes since there is both an optically thick material and an optically thin material.
As before, we consider the different combinations of fixup schemes and acceleration schemes. The iteration counts and runtimes required are summarized in Table 5 , and plots of the combinations that converged are Incoming isotropic flux (0,-2) (7,-2) (0,2) (7,2) shown in Figure 7 . The trends observed in these results are similar to those seen in the glancing problem in the diffusion limit. Acceleration is needed to reduce the cost of solving the problem by orders of magnitude.
As before, we see that the convergence of the QP-based fixup schemes stalls without an acceleration due to insufficient convergence of the QP solver. Because the fixed-up transport system does not have the same asymptotic diffusion limit as the fixup-free transport system, the iteration scheme diverges whenever DSA is used with any of the three fixup methods. Moreover, without a fixup, the VEF-accelerated scheme does not converge. As noted earlier, we believe this stems from defining an Eddington tensor using negative fluxes. As with the previous problem, VEF reduces the number of source iterations required for convergence by (c) QPZ accelerated with VEF.
(d) QPMP accelerated with VEF. Figure 7 : Plots of the scalar flux for the cases of the tophat pipe flow problem that converged in Table 5 . For the cases with VEF, the scalar flux shown here is obtained by integrating the transport angular flux over 4π, not the scalar flux in the VEF system defined by Eqs. (18) .
orders of magnitude for the cases where a fixup is used. In this case, the number of iterations required for the successfully accelerated cases (DSA without fixup, VEF with fixup) are relatively high compared to the previous problem. This is likely due to the large contrast in optical thickness between the two materials. However, these iteration counts are similar to those seen in [31] , and they are still significantly smaller than the iterations required for the unaccelerated cases. Unlike the previous problem, there is a significant qualitative difference in the solutions between the different fixup options. In Figure 7 , we see that the ZR and QPZ methods result in unphysical peaks at the inlet of the pipe. This is reminiscent of the unphysical peaks near the origin seen in the glancing void problem in Figure 1 . On the other hand, the solution from the QPMP fixup does not appear to have these unphysical peaks. Its maximum value is much closer to the maximum value of the fixup-free solution, and the solution appears smoother near the pipe inlet. Figure 8 shows the difference between the VEF and transport scalar fluxes for the QPMP fixup. Here, we see that, while the transport scalar flux is nonnegative by construction, the VEF scalar flux has significant negativities. In future research, if it is determined that the VEF scalar flux is needed (perhaps in thermal radiative transfer or multiphysics problems), a fixup will likely be needed for the VEF system as well.
Finally, we consider the computational cost of applying the fixup. In Table 5 , we see that QPMP and QPZ with VEF only require ∼9% and ∼3% more runtime than the ZR fixup with VEF. However, we do see a significant runtime increase when VEF is used instead of DSA. This is because the VEF system is larger and more difficult to solve. Currently, the direct solver SuperLU [32] is used for DSA and VEF. It is possible to use other, more scalable solvers such as algebraic multigrid for SPD operators such as the DSA operator, but this is not possible for VEF since it is not SPD. Improving the efficiency of VEF will be one of the primary objectives of our future work.
Because the efficiency between the QPMP and no fixup cases is obscured by performance differences between DSA and VEF, we took a second approach to evaluate the computational burden of the fixup. With no acceleration, we ran transport sweeps with each fixup option for two hours on a single core to see how many source iterations each approach could complete in that time frame. These results are presented in Table 6 . In that table, we see that, with the QPMP fixup, each source iteration requires about 31% more runtime than the case without fixup. This is a significant increase in the computational cost, but it is certainly not computationally prohibitive. Source iterations with the ZR fixup require only ∼5% more computational time compared to the case with no fixup, while source iterations with QPZ require ∼9% more. We note that the problem we have considered is a particularly challenging problem; the spatial mesh is very coarse and corrections are needed in 83% of the local solves for the QPMP method (i.e., for each angular flux ψ d , the fraction of spatial cells requiring a fixup is 83% on average for this problem). In practice, this would indicate that the spatial mesh needs to be refined. In more realistic problems, the number of regions requiring fixups should be a much smaller percentage of the overall problem. Thus, the results here should be viewed as "worst case" scenarios. We reiterate that, even when 83% of the spatial cells require a fixup, the computational overhead of the QPMP fixup is only ∼31% in the source iterations. 
Conclusions and Future Work
We have developed a sweep-compatible fixup approach based on solving a local quadratic programming problem. When combined with a positive basis such as the Bernstein basis, this approach eliminates negativities from the solution. The bounds in the quadratic programming problem can be chosen either to prevent negativities (QPZ) or to go further and enforce adherence to an approximate discrete maximum principle (QPMP). For void regions, the QPMP method results in a strict adherence to the maximum principle. In non-void regions, unphysical oscillations in the QPMP solution are dampened compared to either the uncorrected solution or the solution produced by the zero and rescale method described in [1] . Both methods preserve high-order accuracy in smooth problems because negativities and violations of the maximum principle are on the order of the discretization error.
As in the case where no fixup is applied, source iterations with any of the fixup schemes converge arbitrarily slowly in the optically thick diffusion limit. Acceleration is needed for these cases. However, the iteration schemes with fixup diverge when we apply consistent DSA schemes such as the one derived in [8] . Fortunately, the VEF method does not have this issue. By combining fixed-up transport sweeps with VEF, we can attain convergence rates which are independent of the mean free path.
The primary takeaway from this work is that the combination of the QPMP fixup with VEF results in a method that is nonnegative, adheres to an approximate discrete maximum principle, and converges rapidly regardless of the optical thickness of the domain. There is a nontrivial increase in the computational cost of the source iterations when the QPMP method is used, but it is not prohibitive and it should be acceptable in most applications of interest. Even in the tophat problem, where 83% of the spatial cells needed a fixup, the computational overhead of performing a source iteration was only ∼31%. Future work includes examining the performance of our methods on a wider variety of practical problems, developing faster solvers for the VEF system, and extending the method to thermal radiative transfer (i.e., accounting for nonlinear iteration with the material energy balance equation).
